SPACE TYPE EXAMPLES

Good design allows people to easily find the type of space they need for their preferred work style. Choice and variety empower employees and has a direct impact on productivity and job satisfaction. The following slides are examples of the space types being implemented in different areas of state government. Product shown in the photos are available from Correction Industries (CI) except those with a *.
Workspaces

“me” spaces may be assigned, unassigned or shared
Resident is a user who typically spends more than 50 percent of their time at the same workspace in the facility.
Resident user workstation
Internally mobile is a user who typically spends more than 50 percent of their time in the facility with as much or more time spent away from their workspace than at it.
Internally mobile user workstation
Externally mobile is a user who spends at least 50 percent of their time outside the facility working in the field, from home or from other external locations.
Externally mobile users workspace
Externally mobile users workspace
Remote users workspace

Remote user is a user who is occasionally (one to four days per month) in the facility.

Department of Social and Health Services
Remote users workspace
Remote users workspace
Focus space

“we” spaces support confidential and focus tasks
Focus rooms are enclosed spaces with limited visual and/or acoustical distractions for one to four users.
Focus room
Focus point

Focus point is a nonreservable, semi-enclosed space with limited visual and acoustical distractions for a single user.
Meeting space

“we” or shared spaces provide informal and formal meeting and training areas
Collaboration spaces

Collaboration space is a nonreservable space that is open or semi-enclosed for informal meetings.
Collaboration spaces
Collaboration spaces
Meeting rooms
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Meeting rooms